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Solutions Suggested
For Street Cleaning
Residents near SJS may be in
for new parking fines and towaway fees as a result of a meeting
yesterday between City of San
Jose officials and several students
including ASB President Vic Lee.
Lee called the meeting to seek
a solution to the problem of street
cleaning which has plagued the
area since 1958. Many complaints
by homeowners and prompting by
Action Line of the San Jose Mercury brought about the meeting.
Presidents of fraternities and sororities and men’s dormitories
were invited to represent the students of their living centers. Only
two of the invited students attended.
Arthur PhiIpott, City of San
Jose traffic analyst, explained that
because of the shortage of parking
near the campus, a workable plan
has not been made to clear the
streets. He explained that his department has been trying since
1958 to find a solution. As it stands
now, trash is allowed to accumulate for months at a time in the
curbs while street sweepers are
unable to clear the mess.
TRIAL PLAN
Bill Wilson, engineer draftsman
for the Public Works Department,
described a trial plan that has been
put into effect. The streets between 9th and 13th and Santa
Clara and Reed Streets will be
cleaned every Sunday afternoon
between 1 and 5. There will be no
penalities for persons continuing to
park.
Wilson said he hoped the prob--
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Candidate Hits
SJS Bookstore
Procedures
Jeff Mullins, run-off candidate
for ASB Treasurer, yesterday
charged Spartan Bookstore officials and the Academic Vice President with "wanton negligence leading to the personal student loss of
thousands of dollars."
In a statement issue to Harry
Wineroth, bookstore manager, William FeIse, Student Affairs Business Manager, and Dr. Hobert
Burns, Mullins accused bookstore
officials of failing "to see that the
full body of the SJS faculty turns
in its book and material request
slips on time."
Wineroth said the problem was
that faculty members are not always sure what books they will be
using the following semester.
"We would love to get these
books in, but what are you going
to accuse them of? I think the
charge is totally uncalled for,"
Wineroth said.
Faculty members are urged repeatedly, Wineroth said, to turn in
the request slips by a definite
deadline set each semester. "This
is a very common problem," he
said.
Mullins told the Daily that at
the end of spring semester last
year, "almost 75 per cent of the
faculty failed to turn in book request slips before the start of
finals."
"This means a big personal loss
to the students who have no alternative but to keep materials or
sell them at drastically reduced
prices," he said.
Mullins said that bookstore officials and the administration "have
done nothing to force the SJS
faculty into handing in book request slips on time."
"I don’t care if the administration is forced to withhold faculty
pay until they cooperate with the
bookstore," said Mullins. "The students shouldn’t be the ones to lose
money because of en-ant faculty
members."

BULLETIN
Lurleen Wallace, governor of
Alabama and wife of presidential candidate George Wallace’,
died last night of (sneer, aecording to late radio dispatcher,.

lem would be settled by the students on a voluntary basis. But If
this trial program fails, the city
will then implement the second
plan -- which includes parking
fines ranging from $2 upward. If
these fines do not work, as they
have not in previous attempts, all
cars parked during the times specified will be towed away in addition to the parking fines.
LOTS OPEN
Byron Bollinger, Superintendent
of Buildings and Grounds, said the
faculty - employee parking lots
would be open to weekend student
use as long as they were cleared
for classes the following Monday.
Captain Daly McCay, San Jose
Police Department, voiced doubt
that the students would cooperate
without some force being exerted.
Lee stated his was another case
of lack of interest students have
displayed toward all matters this
year. He recommended that a special committee be formed to work
on the problem. In addition to student and City of San Jose representatives, representatives of
homeowners who originally made
the complaints will be invited to
participate in the committee. The
homeowners who did make the
complaints failed to attend the
meeting after receiving an invitation.
Philpott stated that he realized
this would be a problem for students who already have problems
parking, but he said something
must be done. He said the trash
and dead rodents along with the
broken glass create a definite
danger. Several weeks ago, Sunday
street sweeping netted 16 ’cubic
feet of debris although 80 per cent
of the streets were taken up by
parked autos.
The areas in front of the fraternities and sororities and especially
in front of the men’s dormitories
were described as the worst in the
college area.
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Work Study
Funds Up
Next Year
A federal fund cut no longer
ttueatens SJS’ work study program.
According to Financial Aids Director Donald R. Ryan, funds for
the program for the 1968-69 year
will In fact exceed those for the
1967-68 year.
Ryan said an application for federal work-study funds was made in
November to the U.S. Office of
Education in San Francisco which
makes recommendations to Washington, according to Ryan.
The Washington office cut funds
to all schools in California to 60
per cent of the recommended level.
An appeal from Ryan and Pies.
Robert D. Clark in April brought
the funds up to 79 per cent of
the recommended level.
Federal funds for next year’s
program will exceed this year’s
funds by about $100,000, according
to Ryan.
The federal government provides 90 per cent of the total funds
for the program, while the other
10 per cent comes from the school
ar participating agencies.
Ryan said that the program
would have faced considerable cutbacks had the funds remained at
the 60 per cent level.
Students in the program work
either at on-campus jobs or at one
of 65 agencies, such as school districts in Santa Clara County.
Ryan said the additional funds
may be used in a tutoring program
for disadvantaged students.
The work-study program is financed under the 1964 Economic
Opportunity Act.

110th Anniversary
Today’s Spartan Daily includes
a special edition commemorating
the 110th anniversary of the
founding of San Jose State College,
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GRADUATE COED Betty Hillmon received a standing ovation
for her solo cellist performance of "Concerto for Cello and
Orchestra" with the SJS symphony orchestra Wednesday evening
in Concert Hall. The orchestra was conducted by Dr. Gibson
Walters, chairman of the Music Department, and Patrick Moleratio, associate professor of music. Miss Hillmon was the 1967
area winner of the International Strings Competition. As a junior
she was the area winner of the annual Donald Lenin; Award.

Paris Hotel Majestic
Set for Peace Talks
By MORRIS ROSENBERG
Associated Press Writer
PARIS (AP) American and
North Vietnamese envoys inspected the old Hotel Majestic
near the Arch of Triumph Monday
and it was reported that the
United States had approved the

Comments on Old Student Gov’t
Sound Strangely Applicable Now
By PAT REED
Spartan Daily Staff Writer
’There probably will be no
period in the future of the group
(ASB) that will present as many
problems and perplexing situations as did this transition period
through which we have just
passed."
Believe it or not, that statement
was made about SJS student government in the 1922 La Torre, SJS
yearbook, Oh, if they’d only known
what another 46 years would
bring!
SJS had an active student government in those days. It got
things done.
Students of 1922 began a men’s
club, pep society, social affairs
committee, hi - monthly evening
dances and noon dances on the
off weeks. An honor system was
suggested, and a school emblem
chosen. The beginning stages of a
student body cafeteria, co-operative store, and Student Body
Presidents’ Convention were
started.
"NO TALKING"
During the administrations of
Alfred Sarzin, 1922 fall ASB president and Beryl Burchfiel, 1922
spring ASB president, the ASS
Initiated the Student Affairs Committee, concerned with student
conduct. The first rules were "No
loud talking in the library." A
student could be sent to the president’s office for that!
Before 1930 the ASB had two
presidents a year, and it was not
at all unusual for a woman to be
ASB president. As a matter of
fact, when the Student Association was formed in San Jose Normal School (as it was known
then) in 1898, the first president
was a woman, Harriet E. Quilty.
The May 1898 issue of the
Normal Pennant, one of the first
SJS student publications said,

By PHIL STONE
Spartan Daily Staff Writer
In a prelude to the ASB presidential run-off, John Graham and
Dick Miner, the two remaining
candidates, will "discuss the is-

"Hurrah for the Student Association! It is now fairly started and
with the efficient officers elected,
promises a bright future."
Flom 1898 to 1921 when SJS
became California State Teachers
College, the student government
consisted of an executive council.
In 1921 a new constitution was
written and SJS officially had a
student government.

blies and a student friendship
fund.
In 1926 student radio program
began. School spirit was "splendid," the La Torre said. Paul
Thomas, ASB president, organized
the College Student Body President’s Organization which held its
first meeting that year.
The following year The Times,
a weekly newspaper was started,
and in 1929 SJS became officially
San Jose State College.
From the 20’s until the 60’s one
strong portion of student government was the class organizations.
State Senator Clark Bradley (RSan Jose) was president of the
1928 sophomore class.

STI’DENT POWER
Student power of 1924 was concerned with solving their library
problem, supporting the local
Community Chest, and sending a
delegate to the Student Volunteer
Convention in Indianapolis.
The name "Spartan" was chosen
In 1925 for "athletic representaPUBLICITY BUREAU
tion," the 1925 La Torre says, The
In 1933 the ASB formed a pubASB instituted bi-weekly assem- licity bureau. and La Torre said
about the year, "Politically speaking we must remember our rigid
fight for the co-operative stores
and the program waged against
budget cuts."
Jane R. Graham was ASB president in 1944, the first woman
STANFORD (AP)
An esti- president since the 20’s. SJS looked
mated 300 Stanford University like a girl’s school that year. Half
students occupied administration the 1944 yearbook was devoted to
offices today in protest against the coverage of service men and
proposed suspension of seven stu- women and 1943-44 issues were
dents.
dedicated to San Jose G.I.s who
Cesare Massarenti, student body died In action.
president, led the protest force
Student body fees were volunInto the Old Student Union build- tary way back then, but in 1950
ing housing the registrar and dean the California State Legislature
of admissions offices.
passed a bill which enabled stuThe administration had closed dent governments to institute
all the building’s doors with compulsory fees.
chains and padlocks more than an
Thus during the administration
hour earlier. But two student of Ludwig Spolyar, 1951-52, SJS
allies inside the building pushed voted to have mandatory student
open the front door to admit the fees. It was not put into effect,
demonstrators,
however, until November 1954.
A faculty committee recomSo where does student governmended suspensions for seven stu- ment go from here? The days of
dent leaders of a demonstration snow cone sales are over, hut are
against Central Intelligence students ready to tackle the
Agency recruiters last NOV. 1.
world?

Stanford Students
Seize Two Offices

sues" in a debate at 12:30 today
in Morris Dailey Auditorium. The
run-off election is set for tomorrow and Thursday.
Jeff Mullins and Steve DoLurch!, candidates for treasurer,
will precede the ASB sponsored
debate with five minute presentations concerning their platforms.
MAJORITY
Neither Graham, Miner, Mullins
nor DeLucchl received a majority
vote in their attempts at winning
an executive office in last week’s
elections. Under new Election
Code rules, an executive officer
must receive a majority vote.
Graham received 1269 votes
(36.54 per cent) to Miner’s 1208
votes (34.79 per cent). Mullins collected 1499 votes (49.78 per cent)
to DeLucchi’s 1290 votes (42.78
per cent.)
The two presidential candidates
will aso debate each other tonight
at 9:30 over radio station KSJSFM (90.7). The Program will last
30 minutes, with five minute prepared speeches by the candidates
and 20 minutes of debate. Topics
not covered in this afternoon’s debate will be analyzed by a panel
of reporters from the Radio-Television News Center.
’NITTY-GRITTY’
Commenting on this afternoon’s
debate, Graham said, "I am looking forward to It. It will be a
chance for the candidates to get
down to the nitty-gritty of the
Issues which have been brought up
this year. Hopefully, the separation will be clear between constructive programs and fanciful
platitudes."
Miner stated, "It presents a
fantastic opportunity to show who
really knows what’s happening

here and throughout the country
and who can do the most for the
students. I welcome the opportunity to bring my Political Philosophy before the students."
Miner charged yesterday that
he has become a "target of
slander." He denies rumors saying
he plans to send ASB funds to
Vietnam and to NAACP, that he
is against the athletic program on
campus, that he is anti-Greek, and
that he is a Communist. He said
he has heard the latter charge "at
least half a dozen times, most of
them from 11th Street" None of
these charges, he emphasized, are
true.
Miner said he has heard "that
Delta Sigma Phi (DSP) stands
ready to give Graham unlimited
financial support and people to aid
Graham’s campaign."
DENIAL
Graham denies this and adds he
has instructed his campaigners "to
conduct a positive campaign and
not to talk on fantasies and rumors. These charges sound like
something he (Miner) is making
up to get his name in the paper."
His fraternity (DSP), Graham
asserts, "has not contributed a
cent to my campaign."
Yesterday the participants in
the run-off election drew random
lots to ascertain their name placement on the ballot. Miner drew
the top position in the president’s
race, and Mullins will have his
name placed first in the treasurer’s
category.
Election board chairman
Noreen Futter has reported that
no election violations have been
reported on last week’s elections.
Candidates had until yesterday to
file their complaints,

Ex-Dean Gilbaugh’s Book
Causes Council Debate
Academic Council yesterday
hotly debated a resolution regarding San Jose area legislators’ support of "A Plea for Sanity in the
Public Colleges and Universities"
by Dr. John Gilbaugh, professor
of education.
The resolution, in the form of
a letter questioning State Senator Clark Bradley (R-San Jose),
and Assemblymen Earle Crandall
(R-25th district) and George
Minas (R-22nd) was proposed by
Dr. Roland Lee, acting chairman.
English department, and referred
to a special committee of the
executive council for study.
Dr. Lee’s letter was referring
to a letter from the California
legislature to the state college
trustees requesting that they read

building as the place for preliminary peace talks.
If North Vietnam approves as
well, the French government is
expected to announce that the
Majestic, now a center for international conferences, will be the
site of the negotiations.
Informed sources said North
Vietnamese representatives were
iwaiting final word from Hanoi.
The U.S. approval was said to
have come from Washington.
The talks are set for Friday or
shortly thereafter.
The United States was reported
see-king assurance that any site
inside Paris itself be free of demonstrators. The concern about
demonstrations by Frenchmen
sharply opposed to the U.S. role
in Vietnam apparently was
heightened because of rioting FriWASHINGTON (AP)
Rep.
day and Monday by students on
the Left and Right banks of Paris William M. Colmer, D-Miss., said
today
the
nation’s
capital
can exover conditions at the University
of Paris’ Sorbonne and alleged pect nothing but trouble if the
proposed
Poor
People’s
Campaign
police brutality.
Students involved in bloody in Washington materializes.
"You’re dealing with people who
clashes with police Monday displayed leftist attitudes. Some have made extraordinary demands
and who are very emotional," Colmarched through downtown boulevards singing the Internationale, mer told a House subcommittee.
"They are easily stirred up. They
the Communist anthem.
will get out of hand.
The students threw cobblestones
’They’re not concerned about
and metal tree guards and the the welfare of the average poor
police. charged into them with person," he said. "’They’re coming
tear gas and clubs. The students here to cause trouble."
threw up a barricade at BouleColmer also said
without
vard Saint Germain.
clarification
the Communists "in
There had been apprehension their desire to bring division in
among some Americans that dem- this country, always move in on
onstrations during the meetings demonstrations of this sort."
could harm negotiations. For this
Colmer testified before the
reason, speculation grew that the House subcommittee on buildings
United States wanted to meet and grounds, which is studying
Hanoi’s envoys in a Parts suburb. proposed measures to prevent the
The Hotel Majestic is just a few scheduled camp-in later this
hundred yards from the Arch of month.
Triumph and is surrounded by seSome of the bills would deny
date and dignified business and the demonstrators access to the
put
residential buildings. It was
Capitol and its grounds and to
up in grand style in 1908 and campsites on public park land.
until World War II was considPlanners of the campaign have
ered by many as the most com- said they expect from 3,000 to
fortable hotel in Paris.
15,000 demonstrators to be in the
The hotel was taken over by city by May 27, many of them
the Germans during World War staying until Congress enacts legisII, and the Germans made so lation to provide jobs, housing and
many alterations that it could not income maintenance programs for
be iestored as a hotel without un- the poor.
due expense.
Another witness, Rep. Alton
When Paris was liberated, U.S. Lennon, 1)-NC., said he believed
forces took it over as a headquar- 250,000 will converge on Washingters. American military men still ton.
operate a communications center
A House committee report has
In a nearby bomb-proof cube they suggested use of "detention cencall the blockhouse. The Germans ters" as a counter-move to any
poured so much concrete into the widespread guerilla warfare by a
structure that it will probably Communist-Black nationalist conever be torn down.
alition.

Rep. Knocks
Poor March

Dr. Gilbaugh’s book. The letter
was signed by the above San Jose
area legislators, among others.
Lee’s letter charged, "Our own
estimate of Dr. Gilbaugh’s statements is that he manages to convey a badly distorted picture of
the state colleges. As for his views
on college governance, they seem
to be a compound of ignorance and
19th century frontier attitudes."
Dr. Gilbaugh’s book, a criticism
of the state college administrative
system, describes incidents which
the legislator’s letter said
"shocked" there,
Asking that the resolution be
withdrawn, President Robert
Clark said the resolution was not
the way to handle the problem.
"Statements have been made
which are incredibly distorted and
hurtful to this college and higher
education. It is unfortunate that
representatives from this area
signed it (the letter) without asking our opinion." He recommended
council find other means to investigate the situation.
In other action Council adopted
a new major, called special major,
to be added to the curriculum.
This will be an inter-departmental
major to meet special needs of
students.

Education Dilemma
Topic of Seminar
Mass education or miss-mess
education? Students are going to
figure out just what education Ps
Thursday, at 2:30 in faculty cafeteria A and B.
At this second annual "All
School Gripe Session," students,
administrators and faculty members are invited to air their views
and hear suggestions on the education dilemma.
The purpose of the seminar, according to Jim Lewis its moderator, "
is to stimulate thought
and discussion toward a more responsive education."
Invitations have been sent to
all academic deans and department
chairmen and all students, faculty
and administrators are urged to
participate in the quest to find out
what’s wrong with school and why
so many students are alienated
from the institution.

Song Girls
Interviews for head song girl for
next year will be held today at
11:30 a.m, in the College Union,
JoAnn Sohey. committee member, said applicants should have a
2.0 grade point average over-all
and be familiar with the responsibilities of the position.
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Actions speak louder than words except when the actions are unknown. To
those of you who judge a man by his
actions, there is something .v on should

4 newspaper can illuminate man) paths It is up to the traveler to decide
which route, if any, he decides to take
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Editor’s Notes

Make Your Own Choice
This afternoon at 12:30. John
Graham and Dick Miner. the run-off
candidates for the ASH presidency. will
meet face-to-face in Morris Dailey
Auditorium for an open debate.
It’s about time. because both candidates have been the targets of some of
the wildest rumors ever surrounding
an ASH election.
Both Miner and Graham categorically deny all rumors. Nevertheless.
they have been spread, and they could
effect the v (iCrig choice of the general
student body.
Humors are inevitable in any political campaign. However, it is hard to
justify them when one considers less
than 60 votes separated these two
candidates on the first ballot. If either

of the things
had done or said a
the rlllll ors charge them with, neither
would be in the finals of the ASB
cs.denCal rare at this tune.
Humors are never allowed to influence the choice of any intelligent
oter. Both candidates will be standing
on their own merits in the afternoon’s
tit-hate.
Graham and Miner have taken the
noble to become run-off candidates
:or the ASH presidency. The least you
In do is tithe the trouble to see them
.11(1 to hear them.
Then make up our men mind, and
vote for the candidate of your choice,
based on your own estimate of their
.tbility.

W. C.

HMI Nomination in ’68?
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Thrust and Parry

Proposal on Air Pollution

Staff Comment
By BILL HURSCHMANN
Despite the popularity of Sen. Eugene
McCarthy and Sen. Robert Kennedy, it is
probable that Hubert Humphrey 14 ill win
the Democratic Presidential nomination
this summer.
The theory behind this assumption was
discussed by Clifford M. Lytle, professor
of gmernment at the University of Arizona, at a recent Sigma Delta Chi conference in Tucson, Arizona.
McCarthy. contends Lytle. has won his
primaries without any competition on the
ballot. Write-in votes are difficult to win:
this accounts for the lack of success of
other candidates. McCarthy probably will
lose in the next few primaries, but even if
he doesn’t, he lacks support within the
Democratic party.

THE OTHER SIDE OF AMERICAN GOTHIC

Kennedy is a popular figure. He has
tremendous crowd appeal: but teenage
girls grabbing at his clothes does not aid
his image as a future President.
The New York Senator has been seeking
aid from party leaders. but has not gotten
as much as he needs.
The Kennedy camp has received the aid
of Postmaster General O’Brien, who just
resigned from the LBJ cabinet. RFK needs
more of this type of support before he can
get the nomination.
Humphrey has a quite different strategy
than the other candidates. His power is
on the inside. HHH is working through
the existing state organizations and party
leaders, and he is doing quite well.
The Vice President does have a few
problems, though. It is not certain whether
he can contain Kennedy at the convention.
The Kennedy name still commands a great
amount of respectability.
Also. Democratic leaders are unsure
about HMI’s vote-getting power, especially
in a national election.
On the whole, as Prof. Lytle sees it,
Humphrey has fewer problems than the
other hopefuls, and should capture the
nomination in 1968.

We Need, Require Smog
To Keep Our Way Of Life
Editor:
We want to breathe freely. But we cannot.
To get enough air, we struggle and gasp. Our
faces become red as our pulse rates increase
significantly. What can be done about this
state of affairs?
We could restrict the output of pollutants
through prohibitive legislation and, if necessary, direct action. Smog, however is the
symbol of our age. It indicates material progress and there is quite likely a correlation between the growth of the Gross National Product and the increase in air pollution. Thus we
need and require smog if our way of life is
to survive and prosper.
I therefore humbly offer for public consideration the following "modest proposal:" Generate mere air! This can be done easily
through the electrolysis of water on a mass
scale. Electrify all seas, lakes, rivers, streams,
and puddles! Then simply stand back and turn
on the power.
Unfortunately we no longer would be able
to drink the water, as this action would totally
and irrevocably electrocute any individual foolhardy enough to attempt such a stunt. Also it
goes without saying that all water dwelling
life as we know it would perish. Water travel
would be impossible unless shock-proof conveyances could be devised and operated at a
minimal cost. Insulated umbrellas would also,
in all probability, become consumer items of
great demand. This could be a source of income for the few areas of hard-core unemploy-

ment still remaining within the confines of
this great nation of ours. Swimming would be
dropped as an Olympic sport if there were any
Olympics from which to drop it.
The few negative aspects listed above are a
small price to pay. Consider the virtually unthinkable consequences of the first option:
that of legislating and directly acting to prevent air pollution. There would be no smog!
The social order would become unstable and
uncomfortable. We would then be forced to
produce and distribute artificial smog to all
citizens. This is simply not feasible as we are
a people who, throughout our history, have
accepted no substitutes for the genuine article.
And as the scriptures tell us, ". . . you can’t
teach an old dog new tricks."
Ron Christensen, A6942

The Fugitive From Reason
By RICHARD ALAN KIMBALL
As the year 1984 draws to a shattering
halt, Americans are now able to look
hack on 24 consecutive years of a Democratic Administration.
MK was the man for the job in ’60,
LBJ in ’64 and R. Francis ("Call me
Fran") Kennecktidy made the grade in
’68, has has been with us ever since.
(President Kennecktidy, you may recall, purchased Washington, D.C., two

Guest Room

Merely Realizing Is Not Enough -Life in the Ghettos
Editor’s Note: This the the second of a three part
series concerning ghetto life and mentality. Observations of the writer were made during
month’s residence in. Brooklyn, New York, ghetto.

By VALERIE DICKERSON
"Sutton Place. Central Park. a view of
bridges after dark. New York is U. million
different things to as many different people."
There’s a full moon tonight . . beautiful
. yet I turn my back on it. I don’t know
why. Maybe it’s because I want to concentrate on the city.
I pick out ever) smokestack, notice all the
neon signs flashing or still, every home and
factory. A tall, dome-like structure the
Empire State Building. The horns, the noise,
the Madison Avenue crowd and a man in
Central Park.
Breathing. shaking. the cries and laughter
and life of a city - of 16 million things.
And I set’ them all from a rooftop in
Brookh n through the ghetto’s eyes.
E -r’, ghetto has its own personality. Because I hint- come to know Berlford-Stuyvegan’ a little better does not qualify me to
know all others. I know of none. really - let
me just say I am conscious of them all.
There’s a certain amount of truth in the
ghetto that the middle-class values cannot
understand. It is because of this truth that
1 came away from Bedford-Stuyvesant dinturbed. Disturbed with my ignorance and
acntely aware of my obligation.
The ghetto told me thu H ’takes a couple

of mistakes- before people can do the appropriate thing for their environment. White society is too static -- little mobility
it is
completely locked into the system and cannot freely move. Societal restriction is the
problem.
The middle-class values of society have
nourished the so-called "sickness" of racism
and forced on the Black community a third
world concept: withdrawal. The reason: forgetting the human element -- people.
The discontent within the ghetto is not
generated from within. Rather, it is the interference of outside forces which often is
the basis for unrest. Total misunderstanding
of ghetto mentality. As one elderly woman
79 years in the Brooklyn ghetto said: "You
learn to walk with it and use the happiness
that is there."
Middle-class White America realizes how
immense the problem is, but merely reeksing is not enough.
People who are people are White.
This is the state of mind of a Black
child. The mind of a ghetto child who
(annot even dream a dream.
A White child dreams even by da). And
if dreams come true, what would it hold
for him? His place in the "affluent so
ciety." Educational opportunity and advance.
meet to suit his qualifications. Open doors
wide openand promise of success if
he’s got that extra hteetttive for "what It
takes."

A Black child dreams . . . but is progressively reaching the point where he cannot even do that. There is no time nor place
for it. How can he dream at night if he cannot foresee anything by day?
By day, he sees the "affluent" society from
the view outside. By day. he is taught in
school that education is the answer, yet his
dream is shattered by night when he sees
one with a RA. degree scrubbing floors.
And all those doors ajar but not
for
him.
Human beings by nature strive for recognition. A Black ghetto child has no chance
to receive it because of his own achieveMeta% and abilities. I nless he’s patient and
waits for "dreams to come true."
So the spontaneous. emotional Black
child reacts to his problem, rebels and tiews
his perdicardent. He extracts elements from
society which confine him, and he lashes nut.
A seed of hatred has been planted. and
it is directed toward society, lie is expressing a residue of frustration of the older gen.
eration and demonstrating his disgust with
circumstances.
White society sees the Black people as suffering: you see the indignation but you still
don’t understand it.
A little leas than a month of living living a truly flack culture existence. That was
all the time I had to experience and absorb.
It’s bard to be passive when I have an in
Alible impression in my mind of the actual

There is a run-off election for two ASH
know.offirc
this week. A candidate for one of
those offices needs the support of you
the silent majority you
who judge a
man by his actions, and a candidate by his
proven ability to take responsibility.
For one of the positions there is a choice
of two candidates. One is very well known
on campus, especially for his talented use
of words. He was elected to a position of
responsibility in student government last
spring. He resigned, however, in November. He has had a lot to say about student
causes, but where was he when he was
given the chance to act?
NOT ELECTED
The other candidate was not elected to
any student body office, nor is he well
known. He has, however, devoted a great
deal of his time this year to assisting leaders in student government. His major is
consistent with the position he seeks. And
most important, he was directly involved
in bringing into actuality the dream of all
S.1.9 students who stand in long cold regiscomputer registration.
tration lines
This candidate worked for all of us
without the glory of elected office.
The job these candidates seek does not
does afford
afford much fanfare but
much hard work. Action, not words will
be required.
REASON
A lot of you didn’t vote last week for
one reason or another. But whatever your
reasons may be for being less than excited
about student government, there is still
one legeitimate reason for voting. That is,
those who are elected manage all student
funds, including the money you pay in
student body card fees. They have decision
making power over a half-million dollar
budget.
It takes only about five minutes or less
to vote, silent majority. And a candidate
who has acted on our behalf would like
tq be reassured that, in fact, actions do
speak louder than words.

conditions in the ghetto. Harder yet when I
became aware that poverty is a culture and
psychology, not just an unfortunate lack of
dollars.
America is changing and it’s time to
find out. It’s time because a man Black
and deprived --represents the force behind
the change. And what would the change be
but utter chaos if expected of uninformed
people?
Do you know this man? ... how he lives?
. . . why he looks to violence? .. . why lie
doesn’t have a job? . .. Do you know why
he lives in a ghetto?
He’s a stranger to most Americans. Do
you really know him or just of him?
Chances are he has more insight into this
changing America than you can ever have
your background or beliefs -whatever
if you’ve never walked his streets, never
touched his child, never laughed or cried
with him.
If you pitty his poverty, he pities your
ignorance. Hard to believe, isn’t it?
This is my experience and this is why I
write. Writing can be so worthwhile. But
I can’t write letters to one hundred and
ninety million people. can 1?
How many people know about my experienee? You do. and no do you. But will you
make it possible for twice as many people
to know tomorrow?
not again.
Don’t turn your back now
There’s too much at stake,

days after he was elected and Congress
subsequently granted him a 16-year tenure
of office. This was the first chance he’s
had to get re-elected!)
Now 58 years old, our new-old President
had a tough campaign against LBJ’s 18year-old nephew, Billy Sol Timeforrevenge, known in political circles as
Experts claim RFK almost lost because he
is beginning to look over 30.
But with the awareness for strategy
that he’s shown in the last 16 years of the
Vietnamese war, President Kennecktidy
dealt B.S. a staggering blow. Two hours
before election day began, he appeared on
the Johnny Carson Show with psychedelic
glasses and a brand new hair-do. Needless
to say, he was swept into office by a landslide of liberal votes.
As for the other top governmental 1)0515,
President Kennecktidy has announced,
"Kennecktidy No. 49 will replace Ki’llnecktigly No. 32 as Pope. No. 51 has been
promoted to bishop and No. 3 will be
altar boy. No other changes are foresee)
for the next 16 years."
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Cellist Cheryll R. Melott ’Does H er Part’
To Communicate Musical Joy to Others
By CATHY TuLzr,v
Spartan Daily Staff Writer
Cheryl! Melott is a musician
with a purpose and a goal.
Her purpose LS to direct all her
energies to her study of music,
and to communicate that music
to her audience.
Her goal is to "Do my part
through my music to bring joy
to people and bring those people
together, sharing their happiness."
In an interview with the Daily
recently, she explained her goal
and told how the past year has
added growth to her music and
brought her chaser to that goal.

Photo by Wayne Nicholls

GIRL AND CELLO Cheryll Melott, a graduate student in
music, prepares for her cello recital in Willow Glen next week.
She has studied cello for 12 years with Dorothy Lichty, Zara
Nelsova and Pablo Casals, and currently with Professors Donald
Homuth and Albert Gillis. She is principal cellist for the SJS
symphony orchestra and is also a member of the Santa Clara
Philharmonic Orchestra.
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GRADUATE STUDENT
A graduate student at SJS,
she has studied cello for 12 years,
with Dorothy Lichty before entering college, and now with
Donald Homuth and Albert C.
Gillis, associate professors of
music. She received her BA, in
music In 1967, and now is working for her Master’s degree in
performance.
The most important event of
the past year what has affected her musical growth most,
she said
was the "Master
Class" in November, in which
she studied and worked with
Pablo Casals.
Casals, born in Spain in 1876,
is famous as a cellist, composer
and conductor. He has appeared
as guest conductor for orchestras throughout the world.
Miss Melott was one of 14 students from the United States
and Europe selected by a jury
headed by Casals. The class,
sponsored by the Ford Foundation, was held at the Conservatory of Music in San Juan,
Puerto Rico. She auditioned in
September by sending a tape recording to the jury.
"I felt very fortunate and very
humble to be chosen." she said.
She considers Casals "the
highest level of human being. He
inspired all of us."
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THINK INTERNATIONAL This attention getting young lady
wants to remind SJS students that it is International Week. How
would you like to take her so lunch? International Week features
music, drama, foreign films, folk festivals, a Rennaissance Faire
and costume parade and a special food bazaar with delicacies
from all over the world. The celebration is sponsored by the ASB
Intercultural Steering Committee.

A Little Reminder . . .
International Week, sponsored
by the ASB Intercultural Stirring Committee, continues its activities today with William Erlendson, professor of music, directing choraliers and madrigals at 10:30 aim in E132.
At 12:30 p.m. a Collegium
Musicum from San Francisco
State will be directed by Donald
Franklin, graduate music director, and at 2:30 p.m. "The Three
Cuelcolds," from a Commedia
clell’Arte farce, will be presented.
Aria de Capo will also appear at
this time.
Collegium Music= will present a program of Renaissance
Music at 8:15 p.m. in Concert
Hall.
Tomorrow a Persian Art Ex-

Open Tonight
Until 9 p.m.

fotextesE
Spartan Daily Classifieds
Like Ringing 20,000
Doorbells

hibit featuring slides and films
will be on display in Cafeteria
A ;Ind It from 2:30 to 5 p.m.

She credited SJS for her enjoyment of the Master Class.
"The background and instruction
I received at the college enabled
me to appreciate more what a
great experience it was.
"Everything has grown and intensified since that time. My
goals and ideals are clearer. It’s
one thing that’s affected my
growth and musical progress,
and personal development. Inspiration seems too mild a
word."
Since then the growth of Miss
Melott emphasizes has continued.
She soloed with the Santa
Clara Philharmonic Orchestra
March 23, playing Lisle’s "Cello
Concerto in D Minor," which
she worked on with Casals. She
has been a member of the orchestra for six years, under the
direction of Dr. Gibson Walter,
chairman of the SJS Music Department.
"That helped my growth, too,"
she said. "I could sec that my
goals can be achieved through
hard work.
"There’s a joy in music," she
said reflectively. "Communicating that Joy to the audience is
worth many, many hours of

Contest Judges
Select Winner
Randal Chicoine, a freshman
drama major. won the $50 Dorothy Kaucher Oral Interpretation
Award Thursday afternoon with
his dramatic reading of Agner
Mykle’s ’’’The Song of the Red
Ruby.Chicoine was one of six finalists who competed for the award
in Studio Theater last week. This
is the 18th year the Dorothy
Kaucher Award has been given,
making Chicoine the 42nd recipient of the award.

practice. It makes the practice
worthwhile."
April 20, sne won first place
and a cash scholarship in Sigma
Alpha Iota music fraternity competition at Stanford University.
She has won an audition to
perform a recital in Willow Glen
May 15 for the San Jose Music
Study Club.
SONATA RECITAL
She is also planning a full
sonata recital this coming fall.
Miss Melott is now concentrating on chamber music -- solos,
sonatas and string quartet.
"Chamber music is my first
love," she said. "You learn to
develop a great sensitivity with
other people, and to work together with people. It’s the highest form of the art. It develops
greater sensitivity and awareness to your own playing and to
others’ playing."
She described the goal in
music as a truth, and said there
is "a constant searching for new
and better ideas to better express the truth. You’re never
satisfied with a discovery, hut
always kook for something
higher."

Lowell High Group
Scheduled Today
In Concert Hall
The oldest school west of Chicago, Lowell High School in San
Francisco, will bring its orchestra to Concert Hall today for a
1:30 p.m. performance.
The ninety-six member orchestra, conducted by Jack Pereira,
is comprised of students from
13 of San Francisco’s 15 junior
high schools.
Today’s program will include:
"Death of Tybalt," by Prokofieff,
from Romeo and Juliet; "Poem
for Flute and Orchestra," by
thiffes; "Winter," by Vivaldi,
from the Seasons, "Firebird
Suite," by Stravinsky; and Vaclay Nelhybel’s "Movement for
Orchestra."
Pianist and assistant professor of music at &IS, Valerie
Nash, will give a faculty recital
Friday evening at 8:15 in Concert Hall. Miss Nash will play
"Toccata in D Major," by Bach:
"Sonata in A Minor," by Mozart;
"Le Tombeau de Couperin." by
Ravel, and Chopin’s "Sonata in
B Minor."
Student and faculty recitals
are sponsored by the SJS Music
Department and are free.

LIVE LIFE UP TO
THE HILT WITH
A CHRONO!
Photo

Commencing with an elaborate costume parade down Seventh St. to the Tower Hall
Complex, the first annual Renaissance Faire will get underway at 3 p.m., Friday as participants then break into dance
and mock joust to minute the
mend of the two-day event.
The faire will combine elements of the Humanities to produce the artistic, dramatic and
musical aura of the 16th century
feat.
Maypole is n d Morris line
dances chiected by Mrs, Carol
Haws. associate professor of
women’s P.E., will complement
the joust, highlighted by Princess Kathleen Wilson, Black
Knight John Jacobs and White
Knight Lee Kopp.
Twelve different booths displaying palmistry and phrenology. witchcraft, alchemy, jewelry and paintings, di [twines, textiles, ceramics, blown glass and
food will emphasize the mood of
the faire.
The Faire will not only he confined to the Tower Complex, but
will extend to a number of othei
areas on campus.
Authentic Renaissance graphics, sculpture, tapestry and
paintings, procured specially for
the faire from the R. E. Lewis
Gallery in San Francisco will be
on exhibit in the Main Art
Gallery.
Exhibits of instruments, manuscripts and rare books from the

Frank di Bellis "Spirit of the
Renaissance" collection of San
Francisco State College will also
be shown. Italian Renaissance,
German Renaissance and French
Mannerist Schools will all be
represented.
The two-day faire will come
to a close with "Day of Wrath,"
a Renaissance film to be shown
Saturday night in Concert Hall.
It will also be shown Wednesday night at 7:30 in E132.
In conjunction with the faire,
choraliers and madrigals directed by William Erlendson,
professor of music, will perform
in the Renaissance tradition today at 10:30 a.m. in E132.
Collegium Musicum, a group
of eight instrumentalists and
eight vocalists directed by Dr.
Don Franklin, graduate music
director at San Francisco State
will present a program of Renaissance music tonight at 8:15
in Concert Hall.

VILLA ROMA
FINE FOOD
Nem E paiuring

150 East
San Carlos St.
(earner of Fourth Si.)

292-2840

roprime... because it splits life’s
every precious second into fifths!
This chronograph, one of a new
series by BREITLING, supersedes
the traditional watch. It is destined
for young men interested in sports
or technical matters, for those engaged in the new professions or
working in one of the developing
countries.
The Breitling TopTime is more
than simply a watch, it is a superb
.ichronov with remarkably elegant
lines and quite exceptional precision. As for the waterproof TopTime models, they are endowed
With an entirely new watch case:
the amazing Breitiing monocoque
line,
For my information, pleas* send mcfrers:
the catalooue of new Breftling models
E the address Cl Bfel,lind dealers
nenrest TO.
Name

Tuesday Night Special

Address
City

SPAGHETTI

4

all you can eat
6 to 10
393 Lincoln Ave., San Jose

Zip

Stare

garlic bread and salad

§
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BREITLING

losive!

Chevrolet’s special savings bonus

now acids more value to cars already giving you the most.

’68 SaVingS

expl

FM44 Randall end low.. Sm.,
roe
Chewrniers nor sinvog

’Fry our spaghetti bubbling over with meat
and home made Italian sauce.

cpaPtalt

Padd Bevies

’Faire’ Friday

YOU DON’T HAVE TO BE
ITALIAN TO ENJOY
THE SPARTAN HOUSE

We’re also featuring the most delicious Lasagna in town. Layers of home-made goodness,
made with a tempting variety of fine cheeses.
A Spartan House treat guaranteed to suit anyone’s taste. Don’t forget our convenient take
home service.

by

RECITING "The Song of the Red Ruby," by Agner Mykle, is
Randal Chicoine, who won the ;50 Dorothy Kaucher Oral Interpretation Award last week. Chicoine, a freshman drama major, is
the 42nd recipient of the award.

IMPALA CUSTOM COUPE

Anyone can offer you just about 200 -hp Turbo Fire V8, Powerglide
anything with a fancy point lob, and whitewalls.
special trim, a few gadgets, and 2. Any Chevrolet or Chevelle with
call it a -sale.- But see what your 250.hp TurboFira V8, Powerglide
Chevrolet dealer is coming up with end whitewalls
during his ’68 Savings Extol&
3. Any regular Chevrolet with 250.
Check these Bonus Savings Plans. hp Turbo -Fire V8, Turbo Hydra.
I , Any Chevrolet Or Chevelle with Mahe arid whitewalls.

4. Now, for the first time ever, big
savings on power disc brakes and
power steering when you buy any
Chevrolet or Chevelle V8
5. Buy any Chevrolet or Chevelle
V8 2. or 4 -door hardtopsave on
vinyl top, electric clock, wheel
covers and appearance guard it.sms.
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STRENGTH IN 17 SECONDS
Mart all it irk, to help build
powerful muscles, trim body
No strenuous exercises .. no elaborate gym equipment ...no lengthy,
tedious work-outs. You don’t need
time, space, or energy to multiply
your strength ... to broaden your
shoulders.., to increase your lung
capacity... to trim your waistline...
to develop vigor. Now the ...ame
method of Isometric -Isotonic Contraction that trained the German
Olympic Team and other world-famous athletes can help YOU build
a powerful physique. Yes, even if you
are 30. 50 ,.ears old or more. Unlike
ordinary isometric contraction devices, the ’FENSOLATOH. combines both Isometric and Isotonic
benefits in a series of quick 7 -second
exert ises that you do once a day in
your own room -leas than 2 minutes
in all! Muscles grow stronger, shoulders broaden. ,’hest expands, waist
tapers dean -sail you fetal like a
new man. last? We guarantee impressive results in 10 clays or your
money hack without question. Send
for the big brochure that shows stepby-step illustrations of the Tensolator Method. Enclose this ad with
your name, address. Aip code (required for mailing!) and 25e to cover
postage and handling to: THOYLO
CORPORATION, Dept. 0OM-9, 509
Fifth Avenue. New York, N.Y. 10017.
-

Documentary ’What’s Happening’
Illustrates Youth Movement Today
I Lill,ening," a (tool-Whats
, mentary film focusing on student
protest, will be presented in Mortis Dailey Auditorium Thursday
by Jerry Gilbert, 25-year-old grad
student at SJS.
The color film, with sound track,
’will be shown at 11:30 a.m., 3:30,
5:30 and 8 p.m. A 50-cent donation
is asked the money to be used to

set tip scholarship, hir ilisadvantaged youth in the San Jose area.
The. 75-minute film, narrated by
, Gilbert, features the Nov. 20 Dow
riot on SJS campus when city
police appeared and used tear gas
I on a crowd estimated at 2.0()0
’ outside the Administration Building.
Armed with a Super-8 mm

Oi OFFICE 01’1."0.: TODA1
siE. DR 1N1

DWI’. I ’1(1.,1- NT:s

liefern

917

(POLITICS, COMEDY, IRISH & BROOKLYN)
8:15 P.M.

MAY 17, 18, 22, 23, 24, 25
A.S.B. 75c
RESERVATIONS

COLLEGE THEATRE
294-6414

1-5 P.M.

SPECIAL! SPECIAL!
EVERY MONDAY

QAt

8 -inch pizzas

Open at 4 P.M.
Daily

EVERY TUESDAY
Spaghetti
regular size

all varieties

69c

Book Talk:
War Stories
Compared

/40
Red Ram
1011, & William St.

35c
Delivery
295-3805

San Jose

Hardbounds

c.oriera ;old do/en-, ol lolls of color
film, Gilbert, a business major.
also caught American youth in
demonstration during the wild
Oakland draft -protest melee in
October.
in December, Gilbert flew to
Washington to film the march on
the pentagon. "The national news
media did a poor job (If reporting
this march," he said.
Gilbert told the Daily he had
been arrested while taking photos
in Oakland doting those riots.
"Al first I had no purpose for
taking the films," said Gilbert.
"Then, as I became more involved,
I got hooked on the- idea of milking a documentary."
-Since I gathered all this material, I thought it should be seen
by many people. Television, most
of the time, shows the bad eggs
at demonstrations. But this isn’t
the case." said Gilbert.
"There are many clean cut
types including priests and doctors
and businessmen."
Gilbert, who once played frost:
basketball at SJS, plans to show
the film at area high schools after
the SJS presentation.

SJS ’Alchemists’
Reorganize Club
Using ancient alchemy experiments, the Junior Affiliates of the
American Chemical Society will
attempt to produce gold in the
Art Quad later this month.
This is one of the activities of
, the recently reorganized chemistry
society on campus. President Eugene Sineich said the society is
for chemistry majors and minors
and any SJS student taking a
chemistry course.
The members are furnishing
DII504 for its members to use as
a study lounge. The next meeting
is Thursday afternoon at 1:30 in
DH504. Films will be shown.

10c a throw

Paperbacks too, bunches of them in our
once-a-semester sale. All titles
just 100 each.

4,11.

ok

Dr. itobcri
professor of English and humanities, will review "Level Seven" by
Mordacai Roshwald and "The LBJ
Brigade" by William Wilson tomorrow at the faculty book talk
at 12:30 p.m. in Faculty Cafeteria A and B.
"My point of view is that "rite
LBJ Brigade’ is about gradual
genocide and ’Level Seven’ is about
instant genocide," said Dr. Pepper.
"Level Seven" is about ixanb
shelters and World War Ill.
There are levels of bomb shelters
throughout the country and "Level
Seven" is the deepest one. "It is
like ’On the Beach’ but more
plausible and I think it will be a
longer lasting book," Dr. Pepper
---Photo, by ID,
Menerd
said.
JERRY GILBERT, 25 -year -old graduate student, adjusts a film
"The LBJ Brigade" was charreel in preparation for a showing of his documentary film,
acterized by Dr. Pepper as being
"What’s Happening." The color film on student protest will be
"fairly objective, not a strong
shown Thursday in Morris Dailey Auditorium four times Thursanti-war or anti-government book.
day. Proceeds will be used for scholarships for disadvantaged
It seems to be a very vivid and
youth in the San Jose area.
lifelike portrayal of the war."
Dr. Pepper said the title of "The
LBJ Brigade" is "soldier’s humor
and does not reflect condemnation
of the president and LBJ. It’s not
a polemic. It’s a description of
the Vietnam War as seen from the
eyes of an average college graduPapers written by Dr. Ted Bene- classes we teach, in a behavioral ate soldier."
"Both books are anti-war and
dict and Cal Hylton, both Speech- approach to communications."
Duplicates of the papers will be objective in that they don’t make
Communication Department faculmade available in the Speech-Com- one group heroic and they both
ty members, will be presented to
munications Department Office,
depict the horror of war."
the Student-Faculty Interaction
Fireside Sunday evening at 7.

Communication To Highlight
Student-Faculty fireside’

Earl Neilsen, student coordinator
of the Fireside program, called the
activities, "an effort to promote
better understanding, rapport, and
cooperation between faculty and
students. The program is open to
all SJS students."

SJS Art Department
’Grows With Times’

Benedict, an SJS faculty member since 1964, originally presented
his paper, "Requirements for a
Theory of Communications," to the
Western Speech Convention lest
November in Sacramento. Hylton’s
paper, "Integrating the Behavioral
Sciences into Speech Communication Curriculum," was presented to
the same grout).
According to Hylton, "The area
of the behavioral sciences both for
Dr. Benedict and myself repreM14.9..ursainimAncisaux.reSearch
interests. Both trf is are interested
from the standpoint of the type of

What started out as a special- now has over 50 faculty members,
ized one-year course in 1911, lead- has been in the size of the staff
ing to an elementary diploma in and all the problems that come
with a bigger department.
art, has expanded, developed and
Twenty years ago the departundergone such a rapid growth in ment was conservative, but now
the last 50 years, that the SJS Art the professors represent viewDepartment now is a "big going points from classical to far-out and
business," said Wendell Gates, pro- modern. "It is outstanding that
fessor of art, who has been with the department has been able to
the department since 1946.
exist with so many different viewThe Art Department has "grown points under one roof," Professor
with the times, and today it is an Gates said.
essential part of the culture and
The abilities to grow as a departsociety," he said. The biggest ment arti.stically, and what we can
which
change in the department,
offer, have been hampered by inadequate space, he said. Meeting
the demands of the times is limited
by the facilities we have.
There is a danger in losing sight
of basic training in art, Gates said.
People now are involved in showy
and exotic art and fail to realize
the basics of art,
Also, there is a vast emphasis
on the entertainment value of art.
People want something mon:, entertaining in art. The attitudes of
art students on campus has also
changed, he said, since the building of the three-story art department. Art classes before, were
Yes! See your campus Studentravel Director
scattered all over the campus, but
for more information or use this coupon.
now everything is united into one
building.
Dr. John French, former department chairman STS graduate who
has been with the college faculty
since 1934, left and then re-joined
Ilutels Corporation
the staff in 1956, said the departNational Sales Office. Palmer !louse
Chicago, Illinois 60690
ment is now more professional
Please send the Faculty -Student Rate Brochure that tells all.
than it was ten years ago. The
I am a Faculty Member 0 Student 0
department used to be a "preparaPlease print full name and address plainly.
tion" for interior decorators, art
NAME
teachers, and commercial artists.
The department still offers these
HOME ADDRESS
STREET
programs, he said, but it has also
expanded into other areas of art.
ZIP
STATE
CITY
Ten years ago an Instructor used
COLLEGE NAME
to know a body of material, and
pass the "know-how" on to the
ZIP
.1
STA
CITY
student.
Students
the
learned
technology before they created a
piece of art. Now, creating art is
done along with learning.

You mean,
because I’m a student
or teacher I get
special rates at all
Hilton hotels in the U.S.?
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Drive-in and Dining Room Service

TICO S

l’ACCOS

’Reteln RORK

THE SUNSHINE TACO
Tico’s Tacos are true sun-born tacos
cooked until golden brown and filled
with nature’s finest tomatoes, lettuce,
and beef. Come down and get the
tan taco, Tico’s. Ole senor.
Phone Orders 297-8421

4th and St. James
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Bob Dunn’s Independent As Can Be

Wheelchair Ride to the Olympics
By CRAIG SMITHSON
Spartan Daily Sports Writer
SJS sophomore Bob Dunn
is like most students: he likes
hamburgers, works part-time,
and has some financial problems.
Oh yes, there’s one other
thing. Bob Dunn, a polio victim, has been in a wheelchair
since he was three.
However, on the weekend of
March 29-30, at Gunn High in
Palo Alto, Dunn experienced
one of the great thrills of his
life. Competing in the statewide Wheelchair Olympics, for
the first time in his life, Dunn
won nine gold medals and one
bronze.
Enroute to his triumph, the
20-year-old Dunn won the javelin, discus, table tennis, bowling, the 25-yd. breastroke and
25-yd. backstroke, the 40-yd.
dash, and the 80-yd. slalom.
And as if this wasn’t enough,
the Wilchechi Falls, Texas, native set new marks for the
25-yd. backstroke (:32), the 80yd. slalom (1:12.0), and bowled
the high game (160), as well as
the high three-game series
(400).
"I’ve been in a chair most
of my life," said Dunn modestly, "so I’ve adjusted to it."

Pnoto by RoInnd Morgner

WHEELCHAIR OLYMPIAD
Bob Dunn, SJS sophomore,
won nine of the I I events at the Wheelchair Olympics in Palo
Alto a few weeks ago to make him eligible for national competition in June. Now the only barrier is financial one of $225.
Dunn, who has been competing in wheelchair sports
ever since he can remember, is
particularly keen on the psy-

chological value, as well as the
physical merit of wheelchair
sports.
"It’s a good experience both

Netters Sweep to WCAC Title;
Shepherd, Zwieg Top Winners
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Unleashing t he power that
helped rocket it to an 18-3 season
record, the SJS tennis team, led
by stalwarts Greg Shephard and
John Zwieg, breezed to the West
Coast Athletic Conference tennis
championships Saturday on Spartain courts.
SJS rolled up 20 points to easily
take the team championship, with
defending champ Santa Barbara
second with nine points, followed
by Santa Clara with seven.
Shephard, SJS’ No. 1 man and
top-seeded in the tourney, took
the singles title over teammate
Zwieg, 3-6, 6-3, 6-4. Zwieg was
seeded second.
Of the six players to advance
to the quaraer finals, the Spartans were represented by three.
Ken Lowell, the fourth SJS netter
entered in the singles competition,
lost a tough match in the second
round to Pepperdine’s Mike Amador, 6-2, 9-7.
To reach the finals Shephard
had to survive a tough three-set
dual with teammate John Reed,
rapping out a 6-2, 6-8, 6-0 win.
Zwieg defeated Bob Miller of
U.C. Santa Barbara, 11-9, 6-0 in
his semi-final match.
For all practical purposes the
team championship was decided in
Friday’s action, with SJS piling up
an almost insurmountable lead of

14 points. Santa Barbara was second with nine.
In first round action Reed
knocked off Dave McCoy of 110P,
6-0, 6-2; Ken Lowell trounced
Santa Clara’s Joe McCarthy, 6-4,
6-1; and Zwieg took USF’s Greg
Vervais 6-1, 6-0.
Quarter-final competition saw
Shephard trounce Santa Barbara’s
Jim Hacket; Reed squeezd by the
Wave’s Gene Marsten 6-3, 6-3;
and Zwieg shut out Santa Clara’s
Terry Ellis with a straight set 6-0,
6-0 win.
Butch Krikorizm’s netters, not
content with the singles domination, turned in equally strong performances in doubles play.
In the first round Shephard
teamed with Zwieg to blank the
UOP team of Ron Wihlidal and
John Werner, 6-0, 6-0, followed by
another double shut out of St.
Mary’s Mike Oden and Victor Gill
in the second round.
Roy Orlando, the Spartan captain, teamed with Lowell to rap
out a 6-2, 6-2 win over Pepperdine Mike Amador and Gene
Marsten.
An all-SJS doubles final was the
result of Shephard and Zwieg’s
6-3, 4-6, 6-4 win over Santa atuli’s
Mike Naumes and Frank Williams,
and Orlando-Lowell’s 8-6, 6-2 win
over Santa Barbara’s Miller and
Wayne Bryan).

Hind Leads Poloists Against Alumni
SJS’ highly ranked water polo
team will test its spring practice
conditioning Friday night at 7:30
when it faces a strong alumni
team in Spartan pool.
Coach Lee Walton will go with
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All-American returnees Greg Hind,
Bob Likens, Dennis Belli and Tim
Halley, along with Dan Landon
Bruce Prefontaine, Mike Monsees,
Gary Farrens, and Bob Gerdts.
The alumni is paced by Jack
Likiris and Steve Holmberg.
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Kogo Wins

physically and mentally," explained Dunn, a member of the
Golden Spokes basketball team
for the past two years.
"Physically, you’re able to compete with fellows with your
own handicap. It’s good mentally because it shows what
you can do instead of what you
cannot do. It gives you enthusiasm and desire."
Although Dunn’s fine performance makes him eligible
for the National Wheelchair
Olympics in New York June
13-17, he has hit a financial
snag, and needs someone to
sponsor his trip back East.
The price that has been
quoted to Dunn was between
$225-$235. "They pay for your
accommodations as soon as you
get to New York," explained
Dunn, "but you have to provide the entry fee ($25). and
pay for the plane fare yourself."
"I don’t let my disability
hold me back from anything I
want to do," concluded Dunn.
"My friends know of my handicap, but they don’t let it get
in their way, either. Whatever
they want to do, I do. Whereever they want to go, I go. I’m
as indipendent as I can be."
Indeed he is.

Although placing only two men
in the National AMY Tournament
this weekend at Sacramento Memorial Auditorium, SJS judokas
Doug Graham (205) and Luis Gonzales (176), were chosen to compete in the Pan-American Championships this summer in Puerto
Rico,
Teammate Gary Martin (1541
was chosen as an alternate on the
six-man Pan-American team, while
Yuzo Koga (1391 was the other
SJS finisher in the AAU, copping
the class for the fifth straight
year.
Graham, who finished second in
the 205 lb. division, was promoted
to second-degree black belt for his
performance in the tourney.
SJS coach Yosh Uchida remarked, "Graham did an outstanding job against tough opponents."

Spartan booters play their second contest of the spring Friday
It’ when they take on the alumni at
8 p.m. in Spartan Stadium.
Sporting one of the best teams
in years, the alumni will try to
-1440.07244e#10,40-1~,af.* avenge a 7-4 beating in 1966 and
itl+

Controller/Assistant to President

With the final points on the
board and a group of tired athletes, the final doubles match was
postponed until yesterday, with
the trophy already tucked away.
Results of the finals were unavailable at press time.
The Spartans can rest for a
while, with the final match of the
season scheduled for May 15 with
British Columbia on the Spartan
courts.

housing, land purchase, office construction, E D P as well as
budgeting, cost control and bookkeeping for multi branch
electronics company. Salary open. Phone or write:

Gene Straube
Straube Asso., Inc.
483 Willow Rd.
Menlo Park, Calif. 94025

(415) 323-2476

Please send me
a Sheraton Student
LD. so I can save up
to 20% on
Sheraton rooms.
Name
Address

Reservations with the special low rate are confirmed in advance
(based on availabi(ity) for Fri., Sat., Sun. nights, plus Thanksgiving (Nov. 22-26), Christmas (Dec. 15 -Jan. 1) and July
through Labor Day! Many Sheraton Hotels and Motor Inns offer
student rates during other periods subject to availability at time
of check -in and may be requested.

a

Sheraton Hotels &Motor Inns 8
155 Shoroton Motors Er, Motor Inns on Major Cities
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(By the author of "Rally Round the Flag, Boys!",
"Dobie Gillis," etc.)

FROM THE HALLS OF PROTOZOA
This column, normally a treasure house of twinkly quips
and slapdash japery, has now been appearing in your
campus newspaper for fourteen years, and if I have
learned one thing in these fourteen long years, it is not to
try to be funny in the last column of the semester. With
final exams looming obscenely close, you don’t want jokes;
you want help.
So today, foregoing levity, I give you a quick cram
course in the subject you are all flunking. I refer, of
course, to biology.
Biology is divided into several phylla, or classes. First
is the protozoa, or one-celled animal. Protozoa can be
taught simple things like bringing in the newspaper, but
when shopping for pets it is best to look for animals with
at least two cells, or even four if your yard has a fence
around it.

RAISE GRADES
Speed up the learning process
The easy way with

SELF-HYPNOSIS
Call now for Private or Class Instruction
AETHEREAL HYPNOSIS INSTITUTE
244-1768

244-4340

YOUNG LADIES . . .
It’s time for you to meet
SANDY GERMAINE
SAN JOSE STATE
CAMPUS REPRESENTATIVE FOR

memorable experience and Sandy would be
delighted to tell you about it.
If you would like to find out about stewardessing with the world’s largest airline,
come and talk to her . . .

As an altormahl fragrant’,
In ADE MET or Jade foot CORAL

College Relations Director
c/o Sheraton -Park Hotel, Washington D C. 20008

Opportunity for energetic accounting or finance major, but
with vision for growth in investment analysis, marketing, ware-

Last summer, Sandy had a wonderful time
and earned a good salary flying the friendly
skies of UNITED as a stewardess. If was a

SHAVE horn 52.60
COLOGNE hero 111.00
Oierlbutor
SWANK

F.

E
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Thursday is the final date for puny all entries. First tee-off Is
entries for the individual and team scheduled for 8 a.m.
Thursday. May 16 is the deadscratch golf tournament at Santa
line for track and field entries.
Teresa Golf Course May 17.
rhe meet will be held May 24-25
Awards will be presented to low at the south campus.
individual scratch and handicap
Entry twins for both events
scores and low five-man team :may be picked up and returned to
score. A $1 green fee must accom- Ithe intramural office, MG121.

Soccermen Meet
§ Alumni Friday

UNITED AIR LINES

AFTER

CT.111T 1N TIATT.V-5

Tuesday, May 7, 19(R
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Intramurals
Make Grade;
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YOU TOO MAY FLY
THE FRIENDLY SKIES OF

MONDAY OR WEDNESDAY, BETWEEN 3:30 AND 4:30 P.M.
IN ROOM 422
AT MAC QUARRIE HALL
AN EQUAL

OPPORTUNITY EMPLOYER
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UNITED
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Another popular class of animals is the peripheraa
shadowy category that borders often on the vegetable.
Take, for example, the sponge. The sponge is definitely an
animal. The wash -cloth, on the other hand, is definitely not.
Next we come to the arthropoda, or insects. Most people
find insects unattractive, but actually there is exquisite
beauty in the insect world if you trouble to look. Take, for
instance, the lovely insect poems of William Cullen
Sigafoos Tumbling Along with the Tumbling Tumblebug
and Fly Gently, Sweet Aphid and Gnats My Mother
Caught Me. Mr. Sigafoos, alas, has been inactive since the
invention of DDT.
Our next category is the molluscslobsters, shrimp, and
the like. Lobsters are generally found under rocky projections on the ocean bottom. Shrimps are generally found in
a circle around a small bowl containing cocktail sauce.
Persorma Super Stainless Steel Blades are generally
found at any counter where Personna Super Stainless
Steel Blades are sold.
I mention Personna Blades because the makers of Personna Blades pay me to write this column, and they are
inclined to get edgy if I neglect to mention their product.
Some get double edgy and some single, for Personna
Blades come both in double edge style and Injector style.
Mind you, it is no burden for me to mention Personna,
for it is a blade that shaves quickly and cleanly, slickly and
keenly, scratchlessly and matchlessly. It is a distinct pleasure to shave with Personna Blades and to write about
them but sometimes, i confess, I find it difficult to work
the commercial into a column. Some years ago, for example, I had the devil’s own time working a Personna plug
into a column about Alexander the Great. The way! finally
managed it was to have Alexander say to the Oracle at
Delphi, "Oracle, I have tasted all the world’s pleasures,
yet I am not content. Somehow! know there is a joy I have
missed." ’Ib which the Oracle replied, "Yes. Alexander,
there is such a joynamely Personna Bladesbut, alas for
you, they will not be invented for another 2500 years."
Whereupon Alexander fell into such a fit of weeping that
Zeus finally took pity and turned him into a hydrant ...
Well sir, there Is no question I sold a lot of Personnas with
this ingenious commercial, but the gang down at the
American Academy of Arts and Letters gave me a mighty
good razzing, you may be sure.
But I digress. Back to biology and the most advanced
phyllurn of allthe chordate, or vertebrates. There are
two kinds of vertebrates: those with vertical backbones
and those with horizontal. Generally it is easy to tell them
apart. A fish, for instance, has a horizontal backbone, and
a man has a vertical backbone. But what if you run into
a fish that swims upright or a man who never gets out of
the sack? How do you tell them apart Science struggled
with this sticky question for years before Sigafoos of
M.I.T came up with his brilliant solution: offer the creature a pack of Personna Blades. If it Isis fish, it will refuse.
If it is homo sapiens, it will acceptand the more sapient,
the quicker.
And now you know biology. And now, for the fourteenth
time, aloha.

ruiN

Mn, Anehm.

The nsakors of Personnn, The Elertro-Conted blade,
have enjoyed bringing you ,,flusher year of Old Max.

Frew as sae, aloha.
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’""Ni=m07.198s1Moss Landing Courses Offered;
Spartaguide Summer Classes ’Hit the Beach’
TODAY
Phi Upsnon Omicron, 3:30 p.m.,
HE1. Calendar and budget presentation. AU members must attend.
Alpha Eta Sigma, 7 p.m., LC318.
Creels K, 1:30 p.m., Cafeteria
Room A. Guest speaker.
Phi Upsilon Omicron. 3:30 p.m.,
HEL
Circle K, 1:30 p.m., Cafeteria A.
Special guest speaker will be WillUun Kidwell of the FBI.
Lambda Rho Kappa, 7:30 p.m.,
C11165. In connection with the
Food Bazaar, a movie about a
small Russian boy’s desire to have
a father will be shown.
TOMORROW

Four one -week workshops and
11 other courses will be offered
at the Moss Landing Marine Laboratories this summer as part of
the SJS and California State College at Hayward summer session
programs.
This will be the third summer
courses have been offered at the
marine facility puhchased in 1965.
Workshops include Introduction
to Plankton. June 10-14; Introduction to Oceanography, June 17-21;
Introduction to Marine Invertebrates, June 24-28; and Introduction to Coastal Geomorphology,
July 1-5. Each is offered for one
semester unit credit.

FIELD ORIENTED
Israeli Student Organization, 8
The workshops are field oriented
p.m., Cafeteria A and B. "Israeli
Night" -- the program includes a and designed primarily for teachnew travelogue film of Israel, ; ers and others lacking extensive
Israeli folk dancing and singing., science background. Prerequisite
for enrollment in the workshops
Refreshments will be served.
college-level science course
Newman Center, 11:30 a.m. to is a
registration preference will be
1:30 p.m., Newman Center, 79 S. and
to students planning to take
Fifth St. An all -you-can-eat- spa- !given
I two or more of the workshops.
ghetti lunch for 35 cents.
!Enrollment for these programs
Alpha Eta Sigma, 7:30 p.m., S- - 0.0,
242. Forum on "Economic ValuaNomination
tion in Accounting."
of officers for fall semester.
Tau Delta Phi, 7:30 p.m., HE3.
Dr. Schmidt of the philosophy department will speak at 8:30 p.

Fee for the workshops is $21
per semester unit plus an activity
fee of 50 cents. For the summer
quarter, fees are $36 for 15 units
for California residents and an additional $200 charge for non -restdents.
Further information concerning
the summer sessions programs at
COURSES
Moss Landing Laboratories may be
Courses will include General obtained from Dr. John Hrmville,
Oceanography, Literature of Ma- director, Muss Landing Marine
rine Sciences Ichthyology, Marine Laboratories,
Algology, Marine Invertebrate
Zoology, Marine Ecology, Marine
Invertebrate Embryology, Geological Oceanography. Coastal
Geomorphology and independent
study for graduates and undergraduates.
will he handled through SJS summer session.
An 11 -week summer quarter will
be conducted at the laboritories
through California State College
at Hayward, June 17-August 30.
This program will offer upper division and graduate courses.

Soup or Salad

Literary Contest
Meeting Planned

FREE

(with purchase of blank tape)
speakers for auto tape players
kit of 2 with grills and wire

$749

circular slide rule

$2"
$3998

Cs

BLOOD IS NEEDED
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BreadBaked Potato

"We Just
look
Expensive"

Adult Beverages Served.
Co
you

Most girls stuff
is just a"Cover-Up"...

The Spartan Daily does not knowinOy
FOR SALE (31
accept advertising fgpm advertise,’ who
practice discriminai55n on the basis of
FISCHER 205 SKIS w/poles - like
ace color creed or national origin
new. Tyrolia Bindings, PM. See Den
ANNOUNCEMENTS 111
at 554 S. 9th, or 293-0918.
1000 BONNIE & CLYDE Era genuizie
AUTO INSURANCE as low as $86 per leather, suede & fur coats & jackets,
year for married, good students. Also. $5-15. Peggy’s Imports, 159 Columbus
escellent sayings for single men over Ave. corner Pacific Ave. S. F. 981-5176.
21. Call George Campbell 244-9600. Open every day 1 p.m.-7 p.m. The
EVELYN’S FASHION JEWELRY. 40 S. grooviest store in the world!
1st. Inquire about ear piercing, 297- SONY 660 Stereo recorder, Auto, Reverse, Sol. State. Factory guarantee.
6522.
TOURS TO RUSSIA. Sum. sch. in ACA- $400. Call Mike Boyle 294-2927,
ELAN METAL 51015, Super GSL, 206cm,
this
EUROPE
or
travel
in
PULCO. Work
summer. Randy Westerburg, 322-5066 Nevada GP Bindings. Bottoms & edges
like new. 885, Cell Jim after 6 p.m.
after 8:00 p.m.
OVERLAND EXPEDITIONS: London-In- 298-1561.
dia & return through Moscow to London. ENCYCLOPEDIA BRITANNICA. 1960
Coed. 3 no. - all inclusive. $700. Lees’ edition. With atlas & bookcase. Etc.
fig June 14, 1968. Write G. Wood, cond. $200/offer. 294-9028.
Encounter Overland, 665 W. Ewing, SKI BOOTS. Men’s size 1 1. Hen he
Seattle. 98119.
buckle. Almost new. $35, Call Marge,
EXPERIMENT BE I N G CONDUCTED 293-9698 after 6 p.m.
testing methods for overcoming fears
of heights, small enclosures, snakes, & THE NEW BOOKS Of Knowledge. The
worms. If you have any of these fears, best child’s encyclopedia. 3 mos. old.
Costs over $300 new, sell/trade. 248please call Miss Phillips at 327-8340.
8635 bet. I p.m. & 4 p.m. or after
TOURS TO RUSSIA. SuMmer school in 9 p.m.
.
ACAPULCO. Work or travel in EUROPE
SONY
STEREO TAPE DECK TC-250A.
this summer. Randy Westerburg, 3224.track. Input and output jacks. $95.
5066 after 8 p.m
48 S. 4th. #15, after 5 p.m.
AUTOMOTIVE 121
DECORATIVE ITEMS - Hanging beads,
furniture, unusual art prints, scatter.
rugs, litchi’’, ware. In good cond. Call
’63 CORVA1R MONZA. New trans.
difrnl. Sad., het., 4.spd. Must sell. 293- Sue. 797-6702 in p.m.
1608.
HONDA ’68 Model SS125 Run 298
HELP WANTED .141
miles. Like new. $375, 294-1087.
’62 CORVAIR MONZA. Cony. 4-spd. WANTED: GIRL 18-23 w/singing ability
Exc. cond. $425/offer. Call 286-8547 & interest in joining folk group. 732.after 6 p.m.
3099, 6-12 p.m. Mon.-Thurs.
’50 CADDY DREAM CAR! Doubles as
COLLEGE GIRLS
a lunch box. $50, slash offer! 286-8547
Part-time work
after 6 p.m.
Hours to fill in between classes,
FALCON SPRINT. ’63. 4-speed, V8,
& after school
new tires, good mech. cone. &
$2/hr. salary.
paint. Vib. sonic. $1050 292-8377.
Call 287.0292.
’67 HONDA 305 Scrambler. Exc. cond.
$475 292-8634. Ask for Bob.
’64 HONDA 50 Scrambler. Runs very
well. ’68 Tags. 885/offer. Helmet Exc.
cond. $8. George 286-6913.
atti
’64 AUSTIN HEALY Sprite. Exc. cond.
$950, 296.2511 after 5:30 p.m. 3045 Ryan
Ave., Santa Clara.
’5$ PLY WAGON. 9 pass. Rd-I -AT-PS-Pk
$175. Gets you there every time. 286-7890
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but not Pamprin.
Not all girl’s stuff "covers up." Here’s one product that does more:
PAMPRIN.
PAMPRIN makes a woman look and feel better.,. without relying on
"camouflage." PAMPRIN is specifically designed to get at a basic
cause of pre-menstrual problems. Problems of temporary water-weight
gain. That puffy feeling that can make you feel miserable the week
before your period. (It’s that extra water-weight causing pressure on
tissues that makes for headaches and pre-menstrual tension.)
PAMPRIN does what aspirin doesn’t. It alleviates the "bloating." So it
gets at the cause of the pain. Instead of just covering it up. PAMPRIN
makes a woman feel more like a woman. Every day of the month. So
every coed can live life a little bit better. Now that PAMPRIN is going
to college.
PAMPRIN. It’s definitely girl’s stuff.
ten

2125 El Camino
Santa Clara

LUNCH TIME HASHER wanted. Delta
Sigma Phi. 2 meals for I. 293-0491.
UPPER DIVISION ACCOUNTING major
wanted for temporary assignment. Call
293-2711 and ask for Bob.
2 DINNER HASHERS WANTED Acacia
fraternity. 293.9611 or 286-0272. Ask
for Len.
HELPI NEED BUBBLY girl for telephone
work. Must work 3 wk. dys. eves. +
Sat. & Sun. days. $2.50/hr. Ph. 2658102. Armond Hawley, Great Books
Program.
RAPID WOMEN TYPIST. Accustomed
to IBM machine. Work 1/2 days 5 days/
wk. Also oppor. for additional time if
desired. $2.25/hr. Call Sparta Graphics.
297-9253,
AMATEUR TALENT AUDITIONS. Hospital shows. Vocalists, dancers, musicians, (no piano) Must have accom
panyment and transpor. Small renumera}ion. Auditions, Sat. May 11. 1-4 p.m.
Collins Jr. High. 20195 Vista Dr. Cuper.
Toque & Assoc. 415 538-2055.
HOUSING IS)
LARGE ONE BEDRM. APT. for summer
rent. $75/mo. 300 N. 111h. Apt. *2.
293-4810.
FEMALE ROOMMATE needed for Fall
Semester to share 1 or 2 bdrm apt. Call
Kathi Silveira 298-0349.
FEMALE ROOMMATE NEEDED for Fall
sem. to share 2-bdrm. apt. $65/mo.
util. Own room. Nonsmoker, Call Ruth
Gordon, 294-2916,
MALE ROOMMATE NEEDED - Fall
sem. Jr. or Sr. 470 S. Ilth, 287-0543
MALE ROOMMATE NEEDED. 1 bdrm,
apt. at/pool & diving board. 20 min.
away. $45/mo. Call 248-8635.
WANTED: STUDIO APT. beginning in
June ’68. Call Susie 298-4828 8-12 a.m.
& after 10:30 p.m.
THIS RENT’S KILLING mel Male roommate needed. 21-25 yrs. old. $52/mo.
Nice apt. Call Rich 298-7944 after 6 p.m.

of 941-4304.

’58 2-dr. FAIRLANE. Good running cond.
Exc. tires and battery. Recent tune-up.
293.8011.
’66 VW Blue. Many estres. Exc. cond.
Must sell. $1475. 287-0953 after 5:30 p.m.
’55 2-DR. FAIRLANE. Good running
cond. Exc. cond. Exc. tires & battery.
Recent tune-up, $100. 000.0000.
’67 HONDA SO. 5 mos. old. $250/offer.
248-9237 after 6 p.m.
’59 TR3. Exc, mech. cond. Pirelli tires &
hard top. Very clean machine. $750,
287-1584. (Stu).
’67 BRIT. Racing green ALPINE. Take
over payments. Balance. $2026. 6577767..
’55 PORSCHE SPEEDSTER. Runs like a
fine German watch. New paint, top,
tires. uphol. Rebuilt engine. $1485. 2987944 after 6 p.m.
’64 DODGE DART GT Cony. Air cond.
Hurst 4 spd. R/H Bucket seats. Good
cond. Make offer, 286-9892.
’59 PLY WAGON. New torqueflite. New
erg. w/3000 Si. Good cond. throughout.
8270/offer. Must sell. 294-6019. 355 S.
10th.
’61 VW REBLT. ENG. New tires, shocks.
Needs some work. $500/best offer. Vern
Cope. 297-1457.
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FEMALE STUDENT is looking for female
roommate and room for this summer. Call
Kathy B. 297-9757 after 5:30 p.m.
2 MALE ROOMMATES WANTED for
the summer, at least. 2 bdrm. apt. Private patio & garage & parking. $43.33/
mo. at 451 S. 10th. Call Blake, 2937335.
SUMMER RENTALS AVAIL Contact
manager in apt. At 1, 633 S. 8th St. bet.
5-6 p.m.
WANTED: ROOM FOR SUMMER. Student desires to rent room or share apt.
Jun -Sept. Please write to Spartan Daily
Classifieds if you can help.
PERSONALS Ill
SENIORS 8 GRADUATE STUDENTS.
Why wait? FLY NAVY AS a pilot or
flight officer. Top benefits to those who
qualify. ACT NOW for processing by
June. Visit Officer Procurement, NAS,
Alameda, EAST GATE. 552-6600.
SENIORS le GRADUATE STUDENTS.
Fulfill your military obligation as a Navy
pilot or flight officer. Top benefits if
you qualify. ACT NOW to complete
processing by June. Visit Officer Procurement, EAST GATE NAS, Alameda,
7 days a week. 552-6600.
CUSTOM-MADE contemporary wedding
& engagement rings, diamonds, etc.
George Larimore, now at OLD TOWN,
Los Gatos. 354-8804.
WILL GIVE $50 for ’D’ in Shell’s Spell
Americana game. Bruce, 2934335.
SERVICES Is)
RENT A STEREO OR TV FROM Esche’s.
Free delivery, free service. No contract.
Call 251-2598.
GUARANTEED TYPING. Fast, accurate,
prompt. Will edit. 21/2 mi. from campus.
Mrs. Aslenian, 298-4104.
EXPERIENCED THESIS TYPING. Electric. Masters - Reports - Dissertations, Marianne Tamberg. 1924 Harris
Ave. Call 371-0395 San Jose.
FAST, RELIABLE TYPING in any some,
Reasonable prices. Call 24.44581. ME’s.
Baxter.
WEDDING PHOTOGRAPHY - rho’s*
Jim Koski, 968-0944 anytime.
TYPING - THESIS, term papers. etc.
experienced & fast. Phone 269-8674.
TYPING. IBM Pica, Experienced. 243.
6313. 9 a.m. to 8 p.m.
FAST & ACCURATE typing. General
Secretarial. Reasonable rates. 266.1295.
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an ad:
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Classified Adv.
Office -J206
Daily
1:30 to 3:30
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Send in handy order blank.
Enclose cash or check. Make
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check out to Spartan Daily
Classifieds.
Phone 294-6414. Ext. 2465
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No refunds possible on canceled ads. Print your ad here:
(Count approximately 33 letters and spaces for each lint)
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Three lines
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4
5
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2.00
lines
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Three days Four days

2.25
2.75
3.25
3.7
.50

Five days

4-D--Et0------6.., 0
3.40
---iiit."
.50

.50

CHECK A CLASSIFICATION

PAMPRIN

$1323

auto reverb

LITTLE MAN ON cz,‘,MPUS

.-ryair

$3700

guitar amp

Spartan Daily Classifieds

Third and
Santa Clara
St.

r

$2100

electric guitar

ectronics

Mon. thru Fri. 7 a.m.3
40 Bassett St
294-6535
San Jos

4.1111111

The annual awards 11.,,tar_; tor
the Phelan Literary Contest will
be May 17 at 7 p.m. in HE1. John
Lane, senior English major, and,
Patrick Cahill, graduate student in
engineering will read from their
writings.
Lane and Cahill are two of the
five district finalists for the an nual Book of the Month Club
Writing Fellowships.
This year the Phelan Awards
will total over $1,n, I.

record your own auto tape

DO THIS NOW!

es
"klAk s
0.0 ID s

each $199

4-track auto tape pre-recorded

20 watt stereo amp
- reg. 849.98

OVER 21?
NEED $5

41404hW
LAME

Executive Council of Stud., t
Business Orga n I za [ions, 3:30
ED107.
Society for the Advancement of
Management, Sveden House, 1310
Auzerais. 7 p.m. - Social Hour.
7:30 p.m. - optional dinner. 8 p.m. Meeting. Recruiters immediately
after dinner.
_

DAY
STUDENT
EVERY WEDNESDAY

products fore woman’s world

fl Announcemenb (1)
0 Automotive (2)
LI For Sala (3)

LIO Help Wanted (4)
01111 Housing (5)
0 Lost and Found (6)

0 Personals (7)
0 Services (8)
0 Transportation (9)

Dew

Print Name

Fit

Address

Enclosed Is

City

Pismo

SEND CHECK, MONEY ORDER, OR CASH TO: SPARTAN DAILY CLASSIFIEDS,
$5114
IMI )01E STATE COLLEGE, SAN 1051., CALIF.
Please allow 2 days after placing for ad to appose.
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Photo by Wayne Nicholls

SJS students squeeze precious moments of reSUN -SEEKERS
laxation into hectic schedules. The newly-seeded lawn provides
a park-like atmosphere created by theel imination of the old
Tower Hall complex in 1965.

’Only Six Eligible
Men’ - La Torre

Liquid Flt
Is the magic

name in stretch pants,
and here they arel
Jantzen’s sharkskin beauties
are smooth on the Inside,

shaped to draw appreciative

; acetate,
19’; cotton,
Lycra spandex

Sizes 8-16
Available in
black and white

just wear a smile
and ajantzen.
8170)

Just off campus
Downtown
86 South First Street
Monday, Thursday,
Friday 9:30.9:00

Westgate Shopping
Center
Monday thru

Tuesday, Wednesday,
Suturilal 9:30.6:00

which contained articles by teachers, campus news, book reviews
and jokes.
"There were only six eligible
The father of the Spartan Daily
men for the basketball team in was The Normal Times, begun in
the school, so every man had to. 1909. The Times was published
nun out."
every week, contained four pages,
That historical anecdote comes and enjoyed a circulation of 1,000
from the 1921 edition of La Torre among the 800-member student
yearbook. Hundreds of other his- body,
torical insights into SJS’ past
ENTERED PICTURE
have been recorded in a covey of
La Torre, the campus yearbook,
campus publications spanning a
entered the picture in 1916. It recentury of campus news.
The seed for these organs of ported that the graduating class
news and opinion was The Acorn, the following year consisted of
first published at San Jose Normal 298, of whom 289 were women.
Athletics in those days included
School in 1867. The Acorn was a
few pages of literary, scientific volleyball, tennis, "aesthetic dancand educational news handwritten ing," and baseball.
In 1926 old Normal changed its
and tied together with ribbon
name to San Jose State Teacher’s
bows.
The Acorn changed its names college. The school received its
several times during the forma- first daily newspaper in 1934
tive years, becoming the Class when the Spartan Daily was born
a newspaper which has not
Paper, then the Senior Journal,
and then the Senior Class Index, missed a scheduled publication
started in 1891. The Index editor- date since then.
Dr. Dwight Bentel arrived at
ialized in one issue "The wisdom
of abolishing written examinations San Jose that year to take charge
was apparent to all, for, during of the fledging department of
the last few weeks, the pupils did journalism. He was head of the
not go about with tired, anxious department until last year when
faces, but kept their courage to he retired as chairman. Dr. Bentel
still teaches journalism courses.
the last."
Also in 1934, in almost a direct
CAMPUS JOURNAL
reflection of the present, the Daily
A few years later, the Telescope reported that a Congressman was
became the campus journal. Short- on campus investigating alleged
ly thereafter, in 1898, the Normal "communist influence." Another
Pennant, an eight -page monthly controversy in that year was stumagazine, began selling issues
(Continued on Page 48)
By BILL GALSTAN
Spartan Daily Staff Writer

smashing on the outside,

Fremont Hub
Fremont

Friday 9:30.9:30

Monday thru
Friday 9:30-9:00

Saturday 9:30.5:30

Saturday 9:30.5:30

OPEN EVENINGS TO 9:30
SATURDAY TO 6

discount records

SAN JOSE’S LARGEST MOST COMPLETE RECORD STORE

HUGE SALE

LARGISTULt OF THE ENTIRE YEAR

He
loves
me!

ONE WEEK ONLY MAY 5 thru 11
EVERY CATAGORY
ALL LABELS
CRT. PRICE

JAZZ
SHOWS

ROCK
FOLK

6.79

FREE
PARKING.

1

1,

,1 dor.

are et
compet
e and
schools," says Putney.

Snell W. Putney, who used to
be a tutorials guide last year and
who is now with a group of tutorial students roaming around in
Zadar, Yugoslavia, reflects on his
experience last year and on Cadwallader’s optimism for the program.
"My experience in reforming the
educational system," says Putney,
"was the most frustrating and

Putney suggests limiting the
program to students who can
"play the academic game," under
such free and creative conditions.
According to Putney, the educational problem is far more complex than educational reformers
think, but the tutorials program
is on "the right road to finding
utopia."

Racial Issue
Predominate
In 1940’s
(Continued from Page 1B)
ment that there has been no discrimination at SJS is a highly debateable issue.
Another student went so far as
to be specific. "A year ago a
Black member of the basketball
team was denied the right to live
in the Varsity House, although his
white teammates did live there.
A page one editorial said, "Have
you become so smugly calloused
and thick-skinned in your own
little academic worlds that nothing
can shake you from the trance of
conservatism to which you’ve succumbed?
"Can no new idea penetrate
your shields without being beaten
down as outlandishly liberal."
The amendments were defeated.
Other editorials were concerned
with war, There was a college
Peace Council on campus which
took a survey asking such questions as:
1) Do you believe that the
democracies of the world should
allow Japan to continue its pillaging of China?
2) Do you believe an ROTC
camp should be organized at SJS?
An English teacher in an editorial asked, "If the intelligent youth
of America cannot unite their resources to curb the menace of
war, who is going to do it?"
Isn’t it encouraging to see how
things have "progressed?"

STEVENS CREEK PLAZA

ACROSS THE MALL FROM THE BIG E

CAL BOOK

CONVENIENCE

OPEN S

Lurgest Selection 1,01C(’St Prices

CHARGE ACCOUNTS INVITED
-Use Iota Bankami ricard

discount records inc.
SAN JOSE 99C N. REDWOOD AVE. 246-3474
SAN FRANCISCO/BERKELEY/MENLO PARK

Use Your
MASTER
CHARGE
1st
National

Whatever the shape, a diamond
from Morton Jewelers tells her
there’s no question of his everlasting love. The dazzling fire and
perfection of its beauty; idealize
his (keen’ of her.

MORTO
=GETS
0
625 Town & Country Village
241-1758
San Jose
Open Monday, Thursday &
Friday Until 9:15 p.m.

by
high

express their feelings and desires.

FOR YOUR

CE

mat

"They actively resist the tutorial
program by resent ing minimal requirements. Also it is not knowledge of the’
in, student
seek. Rather they hole their
tutors have found out how to Ii
and can tell them." tent in, it
"If you’re going to make it with Putney.
this generation of students," says
Cadwallader claims his tutorials
take program is
Cadwallader,
"you must
. . . a radically deseriously the very personal, private centralized
a nd
underspecified
kinds of objectives of these young structure with which a faculty
people. This is teaching that is creates a curriculum."
grounded in real passion
it is
Putney claims that the free,
personal, vital and relevant to the creative, and permissie nature of
personal lives of these young such a program is doomed 1,, fail,
adults."
because students are mon. free to

FOR THIRTY YEARS

CLASSICAL
INTERNATIONAL

FOR YOUR CO

PLENTY
OF

I..,

STATE STUDENTS

THIS FANTASTIC SALE INCLUDES EVERY ARTIST,
AND
,
L
EOF
B
AL
A NT
TYPE
RECORD
IN On’ali’atl
OCK

MAY

classes opposing a Vedittlitin
ratio whi,di
the at
rated number one on a recent
priority list set by the American
"StuFederation of Teachers.
dents," explains Prof. Broyles,
have been "conditioned to goofing
off." Prof. Bioyles laments a "lack
of competition," and described
small classrooms as a kind of
"family thing," or "informal bull
sessions."

CAI PRICE

5.79

4.79

(Coutittut4t1 I roil
1111)
tittles on the at this ’Cl S iii. ot,ople
think colleges should provide an
education so kids can "get ahead."
And what is "getting ahead?"
Working for IBM, or Penneys, and
getting the tract home, the color
TN. and three kids, says Cadwallader.
Cadwallader claims the public
has definite feelings on what it
does not want its colleges to do.
Don’t criticize parents, politicians, private economy, or the
middle class, says the outside
community. Don’t try to change
the status quo and don’t even
think about the wretched institution of marriage.
Discussing the humanities and
tutorials programs at SJS, Owen
Broyles, professor of economics,
says they represent a departing
from faculty responsibilities. Some
of the smart students can come in
and size up the situation and r(’alize they can get through the first
two years with no work.
He says a few of the bright
students can gain from the program and be self-educated. "If he
reads and writes he can be freed
of his dumb classmates and may
gain much more out of it."
Prof. B r oy 1 es favors large

SERVING SAN JOSE

29
369
299’
4
CAT.PRICE

’Hippie Teacher Grooves
With Students,’ Says Prof

NOW ESTABLISHED
AT TWO LOCATIONS
Open Saturday

california book co.,
134 e. san fernando
457 cn san carlos

4
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Campus Reflects SJS Evolution in BO Years
REFLECTIONS OF 110 YEARS
are seen on the SJS campus In
the ivy-covered Tower Hall,
dedicated in 1909, graced by
the cool waters of the fountain,
a new addition this year, on the
mein quad of the campus. The

lawn students crossed almost 60
years ago now serves as a focal
point for wqary scholars, relm,ing and chatting with friends, or
for two young puppies rompiag
freely by the inviting waters of
the fountain. Under construc-

tion, the state college system’s
first coeducational dormitory
gives a View of the future for
SJS students. Ready for occupancy in September, the 12story dorm will house 580 residents, recreation areas.

ORCHID

814.

Iteri

1

FOR

Zatj

DELIVERY ANYWHERE IN THE U.S.

SINGLE ORCHID
DOUBLE ORCHID
Mute,. by Larry Jamison and Wayne

NkhI1,

$5.00
$7.50

ALL INCLUSIVE COST
DELIVERY WITHIN 24 HOURS

w=111..M.u.M.=1.

41) !Zit,
. . . a le/if/hi/LI place

wilt,

Marie

9th & SANTA CLARA

295-4321

feciatie rood

Try the lobster thermidor, chateaubriund, or
shish kabob in our delight ful atmosphere. We
feature superb dining at
reasonable prices.

1401 South First
at Alma

For reservations
Phone 292-1266

Spartan Bookstore’s
Pound

For Books
’Cheaper than a pound of hamburger’
While the supply lasts
4111111krplat.

All sales final

cpaptatt gookitepe
"Right on Campus"

’By the sea, by the sea, by the beautiful sea: neo-classic
ntceties by John Meyer. Splendidly tailored in a bright little
print of Vycrong polyester and cotton, appropriately
named "Holiday." The shift with its Softly curving waist
and flutter of ruffles $17. The 3 -part bikini with detachable
mini -sarong $23. In a wealth of Caribbean colorings:
Key Lime, Orange Peel, Razzleberry and Larkspur.
Now being shown at discerning stores everywhere., 1
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McPherson Tells of Early Sports at SJS
By MIKE ELVITSKY
Spartan Daily Sports Writer
Remember Lowell Todd? Jack
Wool, Hal Hawley? or Willie
Steele?
It’s not likely that you’ve ever
heard of these former great SJS
athletes. Most of them played their
ball in the 1920’s and were a small
part ’Much help to make the athletic department what it is today.
Years ago athletics were played
solely for the glory and enjoyment
of the game, and SJS, believe it ’
or not, was one tif the top schools
in the country in football.

and baseball plus starting at guard
for the 1938 conference basketball champs.
"Back in those days there was a
lot more school spirit than we have
today. Don’t forget the school had
an enrollment of only 3,500 but
we had turnaway crowds from the
basketball games every time," said
McPherson.
Even before McPherson’s days
SJS was making a name for itself
OUTSTANDING CAREER
in sports. Back at the turn of the
The ex-Spartan basketball coach century basketball coach Chuck
had an outstanding career at SJS. Finley was leading his players to
He starred in football, basketball, an 8-2 finish. Unfortunately no
Walt McPherson, chairman of
the physical education department
since 1960, starred on many of the
great Spartan teams.
"The sports program here has
come a long way since my days,"
quipped McPherson. "It seems that
when I played ball the players had
more of a positive attitude. Today’s young adults really don’t
know what intercollegiate sports
is really all about."

record was ever kept of Fancy’s
successor. So through 1910-1915
the teamco mpiled a 13-12 record.
Perhaps the Spartans most successful basketball coach was Hovey McDonald who coached from
1923-1935. At least he lasted
longer than most coaches do today.
SJS’ athletic teams have won
international recognition in recent
years, but it was the Spartan’s
high -scoring football teams of the
late 1930’s that first earned national fame for SJS.
HIGH SCORERS
1937For three years running
boasted the highest
38-39 SJS
scoring college eleven in the country. The 1937 team, which boasted
an 11-2-1 record, scored 296 points
while allowing only 79.
Coach Dud DeGroot’s 1938 team
was even better with an 11-1
mark, scoring 322 and yielding 56.
The only undefeated team in
SJS grid history, the 1939 eleven
was the only unbeaten team on the
Pacific Coast that season, and was
the leading defensive team in the

nation as well as the highest scor- Coral Sea, held the opposition to
an average of 33 yards per genie
ing.
Led by little All-American full- I’m scrimmage.
Through the years the records
back Leroy Zimmerman, the
Spartans romped to the California

continued as Spat-tans Gene Menges, Harry Russell, Billy Wilson,
Harley Dow and others set the
pace for many to follow.

Collegiate
Athletic
Association
championship and climaxed their
unbeaten
season
by
defeating
Drake University 12-0 in a isostseason Elks Bowl game at Spartan
Stadium.
Victories over the University of
San Francisco, College of Pacific..
Loyola, and Fresno State highlighted the season in addition tit
the win over Drake. The annual
Thanksgiving
Day clash with
Fresno State found both teams unbeaten, but the Spartans, mixing
passing and running to perfection.
routed the Bulldogs 42-7.
SJS blanked eight of its 13 opponents as the tough Spartan line,
headed by Captain Bob Titchenal,
and tackle Bob Bronzan, both of
whom came back to coach the
Spartans, end Chuck Johnson,
guard Doan Carmody, now captain
of the US. Navy aircraft carrier

LIVE ENTERTAINMENT
RicaROo. s 6 Nights a Week
1

FEATURING:
Mon.

Faces of

Wed. & Sat.

jaZZ

Thurs. & Sun.
Brown & Sheldon
Sun.

Dixieland

9 t-i-ze,-ct
Philippi, e; coach Jim Addicott; cap+. Billy
Meese, gb; Jack Cuthbertson, hb; Willie Heston,
hb; and Horn Hogan, t. Front row Bill Reid, e;
Art Weed, g; Al Carter, c; Craig Belts, q; and
Cal Martin, e.

Acorn First SJS
Paper in 1867
((ow i1111111 from Page 28)
dents who "rocked and rolled" at
a college dance.
The Spartan Daily had to print
as a mimeographed sheet for one
week in 1946 when printers at the
private print shop went out on
strike.
Lyke, feature magazine, was
born in the same year. It published four times a year and had
a circulation of 3,000.
In 1949, SJS offered a course in

radio and TV news writing
a
course that was to expand in 1961
Into a full-fledged news center
which today issues daily TV and
radio programs to commercial stations and to the college’s FM station, KSJS.
Two of SJS’ publications died
in 1965, La Torre, suffering from
financial malnutrition, expired to
be replaced by Sparta Life magazine, which also took the place of
Lyke.

5’7"

over
clothes of individuality
for tall and
longer waisted girls
42 e. san antonio
293-7616

DINNERS
218 Willow St.
294-4009

But every day of our life
we have fried

Open Daily at 4 p.m.
Entertainment
Starts at 9 p.m.

to SERVE you,

not just "sell" you

Talent Showcasi.

Friday
FOOTBALL . . . VINTAGE 1900 They’re a
far cry from the 1967 Spartan football team but
they created just as many exciting moments with
their 4-1 record. The back row shows John Bolin,
mgr.; Dick Palmer, fb; Mike Sylvia, t; Louis

We’re not 110 years old...

Rich & Bill

felon is

(Si cover for minors/

Get
your
bumblebee
degree
Dodge Chapor Rig

Enroll in one of three exciting classes Charger RI,
Coronet R/T, or Dart GTSport. Each has its own distinctive sporty style, but all three have a lot in common. Like automatic transmissions, wide -tread red
line tires, special handling packages, and a long list
of other standard and optional features.

0
CHRYSLER
.01009 CORKIMIN

Dodge

To add some color to campus, get your Officia
Dodge Scat Pack Jacket in the official "Dodge Red’
Colorwith the
authentic embroidered "bumblebee" design on
front and back.
Send for yours
today.

Dodge Coronet 0/T
To help you make the grade, the standard engine’,
for the Scat Pack include a 349.tii -in. Vi for the
Dart CTS. And for Charger R.’T and Coronet R/I, a
440 Magnum V8. Or for a more accelerated course,
you can order the optional 426 Hemi.

Deese Dart CITS0ert

Meds exclusive design gives you this extra ncurity: apiputer layer flatter fibers to Osorb
faster, bWded with an inner layer of tiny fibers
to store more, longer.

All three members of the Scat Pack offer distal
guishing marks at no extra cost. Bold bumblebee
Stripes wrapped around the rear. Or Rallye stripes
along the side. Or if you prefer to be a little more
modest, no stripes at all. It’s your choice. Ready for
class? With the Scat Pack, you’ve got it. Why not sign
up at your nearby Dodge Dealer’s and get your
Bumblebee Degree, today?

comes In the Itrst gentle. flexible Wattle applic.ater.
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Adrie CASIat Ptak

FILL OUT AND MAIL TO:
leughee-Itataser-Sution, 1133 Shelby at State,
Detroit, Michigan 48226 Aft, Mr Gus Anton.
Enclosed is a check or money order (made payable to
. to cover rdst of
Hughes,HatcherSuden) for S
tickets at $9.95 each Available Tiles. S. M.
in Michigan r
delivery
L. XL. XXI.. (Add 4% sales is. or
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